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We experimentally demonstrate the use of single shot coherent Rayleigh-Brilloui

n scattering (CRBS) for the measurement of the velocity distribution function (VDF) o

f neutral species in a glow discharge, from which macroscopic quantities, such as the 

flow velocity, density and translational temperature can be extracted. In CRBS, a four-

wave mixing technique, a high energy optical lattice of precisely tailored chirped freq

uency interacts with the medium, such as neutral or ionized gas. The variation of the

 CRBS signal intensity at different optical lattice phase velocities allows for the restor

ation of the VDF and the resulting CRBS lineshape is a direct mapping of the mediu

m's VDF. CRBS has already been demonstrated to be the coherent analogue of sponta

neous Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering and has already been demonstrated in the measure

ment of nanoparticles in an arc discharge1.  

Single-shot CRBS is applied to measure simultaneously the temperature and de

nsity of neutral species in a weakly ionized DC glow discharge plasma. The DC glow

 discharge is generated at a pressure range of 15 Torr using xenon gas. For this appli

cation, we employ a newly developed dual-color CRBS scheme2,3 where the frequency

 doubled 532 nm beam serves as a probe beam to achieve a higher signal-to-noise rat

io at the low-pressure environment versus the most employed single color CRBS appr

oach. The temperature and density of neutral xenon particles inside the DC glow disc

harge is evaluated simultaneously by analyzing the resolved single-shot CRBS lineshap

es and is characterized as a function of the discharge current, successfully demonstrati

ng the use of CRBS in a partially ionized plasma environment. A simulation model o

f the glow discharge is also developed and there is good agreement between the simu

lation and the experimental measurements in the glow discharge. 
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